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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR FAST FLUX DETECTION

RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] The present invention claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent

Application No. 61/074,588 filed 6/20/2008, and incorporates that application by

reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to the field of computer security over the

internet; more particularly, the present invention relates to detection of fast flux

networks.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The Internet is a worldwide publicly accessible computer network that

consists of millions of smaller networks. Academic, business, government, etc.

networks interconnect to transmit data between computers connected to the

Internet. With the growth in popularity and usage of the Internet, crime has also

grown with and adapted to the Internet environment. Criminal activity is also

becoming more sophisticated to aid cyber criminals in evading detection.

[0004] One technique used in cyber crime is the creation and use of botnets, a

network of infected computers that can be used as a platform for spreading

infection to further systems. However, as detection systems became more

sophisticated, simple botnets were replaced by fast flux networks. A fast flux

network consists of a network of infected or compromised computer systems that



constantly flux in and out of existence to create a resilient virtual network that is

difficult to identify or take down. The fast fluxing computers that make up the

network act as proxy systems to serve content from the flux-herder mothership.

[0005] The hosts comprising the fast flux network, or the mothership, if one

exists, generally serves content for a valid domain name (i.e.

http://www.fluxexample.com/), which is assigned multiple internet protocol (IP)

addresses. Because domain name system (DNS) resource records can be

changed every few minutes, the IP addresses of infected computer systems are

swapped in and out of existence as often as every few minutes. Thus, each time

a resource is requested from www.fluxexample.com, the domain name will

resolve at the IP address of a different infected computer. This flux may be

accomplished by providing a short time to live (TTL) and a round-robin IP

address assignment scheme for the DNS resource records. Within the veil of a

protective and ever changing fast flux network, the hosts serving content may

then run online pharmacy websites, money mule recruitment websites, phishing

websites, illegal adult content websites, malware delivery websites, etc.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] A system and method is disclosed herein for detecting fast flux

networks. The method comprises querying a domain name system (DNS) for

DNS records associated with a domain. The method further comprises

determining whether the domain name is part of a fast flux network of computers

based on the results of the queries. The method may further comprise

determining the type of fast flux network as one of a single flux network, a double

flux network, a top-tier flux network, or a lower-tier flux network.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The present invention will be understood more fully from the detailed

description given below and from the accompanying drawings of various

embodiments of the invention, which, however, should not be taken to limit the

invention to the specific embodiments, but are for explanation and understanding

only.

[0008] Figure 1 is a network diagram of one embodiment of a network based

fast flux detection system.

[0009] Figure 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a fast flux detector.

[0010] Figure 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a fast flux detection

system client.

[001 1] Figure 4 is a flowchart of one embodiment for monitoring domain name

system (DNS) records for fast flux network detection.

[0012] Figure 5 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method for

analyzing DNS records for fast flux network detection.

[0013] Figure 6 is one embodiment of a decision table used in fast flux network

type classification.

[0014] Figure 7A is an exemplary fast flux network report file.

[0015] Figure 7B illustrates the display of an exemplary fast flux network report

in a spreadsheet.

[0016] Figure 8 illustrates one embodiment of a fast flux detection system

client user interface.

[0017] Figure 9 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a computer system

which may be used with the present invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] A method and apparatus is disclosed herein for detecting fast flux

networks. In one embodiment a method includes querying domain name system

(DNS) records associated with a domain, and determining whether the domain

name is part of a fast flux network from results of one or more queries. The DNS

record queries are used to record unique instances of IP addresses, name

servers, subnets, web servers, etc. associated with the domain. When the

number or properties of unique entries associated with a DNS record exceeds a

threshold or demonstrates certain properties, the network can be classified as a

fast flux network.

[0019] In one embodiment, the fast flux network is identified as a single flux

network, double flux network, top-tier flux network, or lower-tier flux network

based on DNS record queries. The domain and type of flux network may then be

logged for the domains identified as part of a fast flux network.

[0020] In one embodiment, suspect domains are received as data feeds, such

as VeriSign® Domain Name Zone Alert (DNZA) data feeds, feeds of blacklisted

domains, feeds of domains derived from spam lists/filters, etc. When the feed is

received by a fast flux detection system, the receipt triggers DNS queries on the

domains in the feed. If the suspect domain is confirmed as a fast flux network,

this information in one embodiment, is provided to other services.

[0021] In the following description, numerous details are set forth to provide a

more thorough explanation of the present invention. It will be apparent, however,

to one skilled in the art, that the present invention may be practiced without these

specific details. In other instances, well-known structures and devices are shown



in block diagram form, rather than in detail, in order to avoid obscuring the

present invention.

[0022] Figure 1 is a network diagram of one embodiment of a network based

fast flux detection system. For one embodiment, network 100 is an insecure

network, such as the Internet.

[0023] In one embodiment, Fast Flux Detector 102 is coupled with Fast Flux

(FF) Detection Database 110, Fast Flux Log 108, and Fast Flux Detection

System Client 104. In one embodiment, FF Detection Database 110, Fast Flux

Log 108, and Fast Flux Detection System Client 104 are internal components of

Fast Flux Detector 102 (as indicated by the dashed line). In another

embodiment, FF Detection Database 110 , Fast Flux Log 108, and Fast Flux

Detection System Client 104 are remote to Fast Flux Detector 102.

[0024] In one embodiment, Fast Flux Detector 102 is also coupled to Candidate

Domain Name List 106 via network 100. As discussed in greater detail below,

Fast Flux Detector 102 analyzes domains received from Candidate Domain

Name List 106 to detect fast flux networks associated with those domains. In

one embodiment, the domains may be received as input data feeds such as, for

example, VeriSign® Domain Name Zone Alert (DNZA) data files, a list of domains

that have been black listed, a list of domains derived from a spam feed, a list of

domains suspected of being part of a fast flux network, an arbitrary list of domain

names, etc. Domains may also be received at Fast Flux (FF) Detection System

Client 104 from Fast Flux Detector System Web Console 114 as files of domain

names, single domain names entered by a user of Fast Flux Detection System



Web Console 114 , etc. Various forms of input data may be received by Fast

Flux Detector 102.

[0025] Fast Flux Detector 102 analyzes each domain in the input data for

evidence of fast flux by performing DNS queries on DNS Servers 1..N 112.

[0026] When Fast Flux Detector 102 performs a lookup on a domain name, one

of DNS Servers 1..N 112 is contacted to resolve the IP address for domain name

by performing the lookup in a DNS server. For example, if a website name in the

data feed is www.fastfluxexample.com, the DNS lookup obtains name server and

web server data associated with the website, such as the mapping of the website

to an internet protocol (IP) address, a domain name zone record, etc. In one

embodiment, once a domain is identified as a potential fast flux network, DNS

queries are run a preset number of times at intervals.

[0027] Fast Flux Detector 102 stores the results of the DNS queries in FF

Detection Database 110. As Fast Flux Detector 102 runs additional DNS queries

based on the input domain data feed, Fast Flux Detector 102 stores new data for

the domain names with existing query records from previous lookups in FF

Detection Database 110 . The DNS queries may be run continuously, at a

predetermined interval (such as every 5 minutes, or the frequency with which

DNZA records are updated), randomly, periodically based on current available

bandwidth, or at some other interval.

[0028] Fast Flux Detector 102 analyzes the data in FF Detection Database 110

to detect which domain names are part of fast flux networks. In one

embodiment, Fast Flux Detector 102 determines the number of unique records it

sees over a certain time period for each domain's IP addresses and name



servers. If the number of unique entries reaches a threshold, Fast Flux Detector

102 flags that domain as a fluxing domain and logs the domain, flux type, and

threshold numbers to Fast Flux (FF) Log 108.

[0029] In one embodiment, Fast Flux Detector 102 analyzes the data in FF

Detection Database 110 for evidence of different types of fast flux networks

based one or more configurable threshold values and time periods. Four

examples of fast flux networks types detected by Fast Flux Detector 102 are:

• "Single Flux" Networks - are those in which the DNS records
associated with a target qualified domain name (QNAME) are
changed.

• "Double Flux" Networks - are those in which both the DNS
records associated with a target QNAME and the name server
(NS) records designating the name servers responsible for
serving those records are changed.

• "Top Tier Flux" Networks - are those in which records at the
registrar level are changed - where the registrar is an entity with
the ability to register domain names with the registry on behalf
of third parties. That is, changing address (A) records for
QNAMES registered as hosts with a registrar, or changing NS
records for a second level domain. These changes are all
visible in, for example, VeriSign® Domain Name Zone Alerts
(DNZA).

• "Lower Tier Flux" Networks - are those in which records on a
privately managed or compromised DNS server are changed in
such a way that it does not require or cause a notification to a
registrar, and hence does not appear in DNZA.

In one embodiment, the number of unique subnets or autonomous system

numbers ("ASNs") in which IP addresses occur is an incremental piece of

intelligence used by Fast Flux Detector 102 to omit logging legitimate network

changes, as discussed in more detail below.



[0030] In one embodiment, Fast Flux Detector 102 utilizes the detection results

stored in FF Log 108 to generate alerts for domains that have been flagged as

fast fluxing.

[0031] Fast Flux Detector 102 may also receive configuration data at Fast Flux

(FF) Detection System Client 104 from Fast Flux Detector System Web Console

114. The configuration data may include customized fast flux thresholds, as

discussed in greater detail below, for Fast Flux Detector 102 to utilize when

analyzing domains. In one embodiment, the maximum rate at which DNS

queries are sent by Fast Flux Detector 102 can be specified in the configuration

data file.

[0032] Figure 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a Fast Flux Detector

220. In one embodiment, Fast Flux Detector 220 is implemented as a cross

platform application. In one embodiment, the cross platform application is a

JAVA program running on a UNIX-based computer system. However, in other

embodiments, different cross platform application environments and operating

systems may be utilized to implement a Fast Flux Detector 220. The Fast Flux

Detector 220 may also be implemented across multiple devices connected

directly or via a network.

[0033] Domain Feed Retrieval Engine 222 obtains one or more domains to be

monitored by the Fast Flux Detector 220. In one embodiment, Domain Feed

Retrieval Engine 222 utilizes file transfer protocol (FTP) connection with access

to Domain Name Zone Alert (DNZA) data from Candidate Domain Name List

206. However, other protocols may be used by Domain Feed Retrieval Engine

222. Furthermore, although the term "feed" is used here, the DNZA data may be



received in a different format. The DNZA data includes data indicating domain

names which have been registered for the first time. In one embodiment, the

newly registered domains are analyzed by Fast Flux Detector 220 because many

fast flux networks operate from newly created domain names before they are

detected and/or shut down.

[0034] In one embodiment, Domain Feed Retrieval Engine 222 may also obtain

domains, via an FTP connection to other remote servers, which provide files of

blacklisted domains, domains collected by spam feeds, etc. However, any

protocol may be utilized by Domain Feed Retrieval Engine 222 to obtain the list

of domains.

[0035] The file of domains received by Domain Feed Loader Engine 222

instructs the Feed Loader Engine 224 to load the file into the Fast Flux Detector

220. Domain Feed Loader Engine 222 then passes the file to Parser Engine

226, which reads the file and extracts the list of domains to be analyzed by Fast

Flux Detector 220. The list of domains is passed to Fast Flux Monitoring Engine

228.

[0036] In one embodiment, additional domain names to be evaluated are

received by Fast Flux Detection System Client 204 and provided to Domain

Name List Loader Engine 230. In one embodiment, Domain Name List Loader

Engine 230 receives a pointer pointing to a file, which may be local or accessible

via the network 200. In response to receiving the pointer, Domain Name List

Loader Engine 230 reads the contents of the file and provides the contents to

Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228. In one embodiment, the file is received at Fast

Flux Detection System Client 204 via a Java Server Page (JSP) provided to, and



accessed by, a Fast Flux Detection System Web Console 214. In one

embodiment, the file consists of a list of domains, with one domain per line of the

file. Furthermore, instead of a file of domains, Domain Name List Loader Engine

230 may also receive a single domain at Fast Flux Detection System Client 204.

The single domain name is also provided to Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228.

The domain data indicated in the file is utilized by Fast Flux Monitoring Engine

228 as discussed below.

[0037] In response to Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228 receiving a list of

domains, from either Parser Engine 226 or Domain Name List Loader Engine

230, Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228 performs DNS lookups at one or more of

DNS Servers 1..N 212. In one embodiment, DNS lookups are performed for

each domain in the list to obtain multiple records associated with a domain. In

one embodiment, once Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228 has completed its

processing of the file, Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228 deletes the domain list

file.

[0038] In one embodiment, Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228 queries top level

domain (TLD) servers to get a list of name servers and their IP addresses, and

queries one or more authoritative name servers for a domain to get information

including NS records, address records for each NS record, the address record

for the domain (if it exists), and the start of authority (SOA) record. Fast Flux

Monitoring Engine 228 then inspects the records for basic soundness (i.e., do the

authoritative name servers agree with each other, with the TLD servers, do the

SOA records match, etc.).



[0039] After Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228 performs a basic sanity check on

the records, Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228 adds the records to Fast Flux

Detection Database 2 10. A basic sanity check ensures that the records are

reasonable and do not contain elementary mistakes or impossibilities. In one

embodiment, if the sanity check fails, the records are discarded and Fast Flux

Monitoring Engine 228 performs new queries. In one embodiment, Fast Flux

Detection Database 2 10 is an in-memory data storage system of Fast Flux

Detector 220. In another embodiment, Fast Flux Detection Database 210 is a

remote database (as indicated by the dashed line).

[0040] In one embodiment, the records are stored in ring buffers maintained at

the Fast Flux Detection Database 2 10. The Ring Buffers hold various data over

a period of time. Data in Fast Flux Detection Database 210 more than period T

old is automatically deleted by Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 220. For a given key

a set of unique values can be retrieved, and also for each value a time stamp

can be retrieved. In one embodiment, the Database 210 is used to hold all the

DNS Records for a domain, or in the case of the Parser Engine 226 the

database holds a list of domains for a given name server.

[0041] In one embodiment, there several different ring buffers maintained by

Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228. Some of the ring buffers include:

• DNZA

• TLD NS Records

• A records for the NS records returned from the TLD servers

• NS records returned from authoritative NS servers

• A records for the NS servers from the authoritative NS servers

• SOA records from the authoritative NS servers for the domain



• Address records for the domain returned from the authoritative
NS servers.

[0042] In one embodiment, Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228 performs

continuous lookups for domains (i.e., successive requests after a DNS lookup

has been completed, DNS lookups every five minutes, etc.). Fast Flux

Monitoring Engine 228 updates existing records in Fast Flux Detection Database

2 10 .

[0043] Since some fast flux occurs without changes to DNZA data or inclusion

in an input domain file, in one embodiment, Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228

"retries" DNS queries for domains seen previously in order to increase the

detection rate.

[0044] Fast Flux Monitoring Engine 228 then provides the monitoring results

(e.g., domains, records, changes, etc.) to Analysis Engine 232. Analysis Engine

232 tests the values against thresholds. When a value exceeds one or more

thresholds, which indicates a likelihood that a domain associated with the value

is part of a fast flux network, Analysis Engine 232 logs the domain in Fast Flux

Log 208. In one embodiment, Fast Flux Log 208 is an in-memory data storage

system of Fast Flux Detector 220. in another embodiment, Fast Flux Log 208 is

a remote database or a file (as indicated by the dashed line).

[0045] In one embodiment, the threshold values are configurable and include

one or more of the variables listed below in Table 1.



TABLE 1



[0046] Figure 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a Fast Flux System

Client 304. In one embodiment, the Fast Flux System Client 304 is implemented

as a JSP page accessible to Fast Flux Detection System Web Console 314 over

network 300 utilizing a standard hyper text transfer protocol (HTTP) interface. In

one embodiment, Graphical User Interface (GUI) Engine 320 provides the JSP

page to the Fast Flux Detection System Web Console 314.

[0047] In one embodiment, Input/Output Engine 324 receives user input 322 via

GUI Engine 320. User input is data such as a domain name or a filename that

the user has identified as being part of a fast flux network. In one embodiment,

the user is a network administrator, or another authorized user. The input may

be received via GUI Engine 320 that renders the Fast Flux Detection System

Web Console 314 user interface front end of a Fast Flux Detection System. An

exemplary GUI for fast flux detection as discussed herein is illustrated in Figure

8.

[0048] The received domain name or filename is provided to Domain File

Loading Engine 328. Where a filename is specified, Domain File Loading

Engine 328 loads the file from the source specified in Input 322. Domain file

Engine 328 then utilizes an FTP connection, or other protocol, to make the

domain name or file contents available to Fast Flux Detector 302, as discussed

above. In another embodiment, the data may be pushed to the Fast Flux

Detector 302.

[0049] In one embodiment, GUI Engine 320 may provide a user interface that

enables a user of Fast Flux Detection System Web Console 314 to modify the

detection thresholds discussed above, and as illustrated in Figure 8. In one



embodiment, Fast Flux System Client 304 may also receive configuration data

from Fast Flux Detection System Web Console 314 and provide the

configuration data to Fast Flux Detector 302. The modified detection threshold

values are provided to Administration Control Engine 330. Administration Control

Engine 330 communicates the threshold values to Fast Flux Detector 302. In

one embodiment, Administration Control Engine 330 communicates the values

by instructing Fast Flux Detector 302 to update a configuration file.

[0050] In one embodiment Fast Flux Detection System Client 304 also receives

commands to display data stored at Fast Flux Log 308 via the Administration

Control Engine 330. When Administration Control Engine 330 detects input

specifying a report generation received at Input/Output Engine 324,

Administration Control Engine 330 composes a query to Fast Flux Log 308. The

query is processed by iterating through the records stored in Fast Flux Log 308.

The response received from Fast Flux Log 308 may then be displayed to a user

on Fast Flux Detection System Web Console 314 via GUI Engine 320.

[0051] Figure 4 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method for

monitoring DNS records for fast flux network detection. The process is

performed by processing logic that may comprise hardware (circuitry, dedicated

logic, etc.), software (such as is run on a general purpose computer system or a

dedicated machine), or a combination of both. In one embodiment, the process

is performed for each domain received.

[0052] The process starts at block 402 when processing logic receives a

domain to monitor for fast flux characteristics (processing block 402). As

discussed above, the domain may be received in the form of a list, a database, a



file, or as a single domain address. In one embodiment, processing logic is

configured to automatically retrieve Domain Name Zone Alert (DNZA) or other

files. DNZA alert data is distributed by VeriSign® to propagate Domain Name

System (DNS) updates to the top level domain (TLD) name zone files every few

minutes. The updates provide data in virtually real time as to what is happening

in .com and .net domain TLD zones.

[0053] Processing logic performs DNS queries for the received domain

(processing block 404). In one embodiment, processing logic queries TLD DNS

servers to obtain DNS data records. Such DNS data records include record

types for DNZA, TLD NS Records, Address Records for the NS records returned

from the TLD servers, NS Records returned from authoritative NS servers,

Address Records for the NS servers from the authoritative NS servers, SOA

Records from the authoritative NS servers for the domain, and Address Records

for the domain returned from the authoritative NS servers. Other DNS records

could also be queried by processing logic.

[0054] The results of the DNS queries are then stored by processing logic

(processing block 406). In one embodiment, the results are stored in a

database. The database may be a remote database. In one embodiment one or

more in-memory ring buffers are utilized to store the DNS query results. The

stored results are analyzed, as will be discussed in more detail below.

[0055] Processing logic then determines whether a time Tfor monitoring the

received domain has elapsed or another property of the domain has expired

(processing block 408). In one embodiment, an expired property indicates that

the domain is no longer of interest, and monitoring the domain is no longer



needed. When the time has not elapsed, processing logic returns to processing

block 404 to perform new DNS queries for the received domain name. The

stored results are then updated with the new query results (processing blocks

404 and 406). In one embodiment, processing logic monitors the number of

unique entries over a certain time period for the domain's IP addresses, Class C

Subnets, or ASNs they belong to, and name servers for the domain.

[0056] When the time has elapsed for monitoring the received domain name,

processing logic continues to processing block 410. Processing logic deletes the

DNS query results from storage after a storage time has been exceeded

(processing block 410). In one embodiment, the default storage time is 24 hours,

although any storage time may be utilized by processing logic for expiring DNS

query results. In one embodiment, if the analysis shows that the domain may be

part of a fast flux network, but is not necessarily conclusive, the storage time may

be extended for that particular domain. In one embodiment, if the analysis is

inconclusive, the DNS query results may be moved to another memory or

storage location, for further analysis.

[0057] Figure 5 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method for

analyzing DNS records for fast flux network detection. The process is performed

by processing logic that may comprise hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.),

software (such as is run on a general purpose computer system or a dedicated

machine), or a combination of both.

[0058] The process starts at block 502 when processing logic receives a fast

flux network detection command (processing block 502). In one embodiment

the command is received from a Fast Flux Detection System Client. In one



embodiment fast flux network detection commands are issued periodically and

automatically by processing logic so that fast flux network detection is performed

in a continuous fashion. In one embodiment, fast flux network detection is

automatically initiated for any domain where a domain is referenced in a

transaction such as a DNS record change or inclusion in an email header or

body.

[0059] In response to receiving the command(s), processing logic loads the

DNS query results (processing block 504). In one embodiment, the DNS query

results are loaded into an analysis engine of processing logic.

[0060] Processing logic compares the history or results of the DNS query

analysis against one or more threshold values (processing block 506). In one

embodiment, the default threshold values utilized by processing logic in the

comparison are:

• max_soa = 10; This is especially useful with retries since it
indicates that something in a domain is being changed at a
fairly fast rate. It means that, for example, a sub domain
changed.

• max__TLD_ns_a_subnet = 16; The number of unique class C
subnets found in TLD NS Address records.

• max_ns_a_subnet = 16; The number of unique class C
subnets found in NS Address records (auth servers).

• max__domain_a_subnet = 10; The number of class C
subnets found in Domain Address records (auth servers).

Although the threshold values utilized by Analysis Engine are modifiable, the

default values listed above were selected to both maximize the detection of

malicious fast flux networks, while minimizing the erroneous logging of legitimate

network changes (e.g., network changes due to load balancing, harmless IP

reassignment, etc.). As discussed above, in one embodiment the threshold



values are located in a configuration file accessible by processing logic. Thus,

the threshold values may be modified based on user needs, system resources,

detected trends, type of network flux to be detected, etc. In one embodiment,

threshold values may be modified by domain, domain group, or other set of data.

[0061] Processing logic determines whether the domain exceeds one or more

of the threshold values (processing block 508). If so, processing logic classifies

the type of detected flux (processing block 5 10). As discussed above, flux type

can be divided into at least four types as provided in Table 2.

TABLE 2

[0062] If the domain does not exceed any of the threshold values, processing

logic classifies it as "non-fluxing" (processing block 512).

[0063] Figure 6 illustrates one embodiment of a decision table utilized by

processing logic to classify a fast flux network into one of the four flux types listed

in Table 2. Note that although there are nine threshold values discussed above,

processing logic may in one embodiment limit the threshold values used in fast

flux detection to the four provided in Figure 6 (i.e., TLD NS Address Subnet

count, NS Address Subnet count, Domain Address Subnet count, and SOA

count). Furthermore, the use of the four threshold values is designed to optimize

the catch volume for malicious flux balanced against a minimum of false



positives. The subnet thresholds reduce the number of false positives, i.e. they

minimize entries in the detection logs of legitimate types of flux.

[0064] Returning to Figure 5, in one embodiment, after processing logic

classifies the flux type for a domain, if any, processing logic logs the domain

(processing block 514). In one embodiment the domains are logged by

appending a new line to a Fast Flux log file. In another embodiment, domains

identified as fast flux networks are logged in a separate file. In one embodiment,

the log consists of comma-separated fields for each record, including one or

more of the following:

• Date

• Domain

• Input source trigger: "Domain Name Zone Alert" (DNZA) or
"domain" (Domain File) or "test" (Admin Control Query).

• Input source file: DNZA or Domain File name, empty for test
domains.

• Top tier fast flux (true or false)

• Lower tier fast flux (true or false)

• Double flux (true or false)

• Single flux (true or false)

• Number of unique NS servers according to the TLD servers over
the time period for its ring buffer.

• Number of unique NS IP addresses according to the TLD
servers over the time period for its ring buffer.

• Number of unique class C subnets found in TLD NS A records.

• Number of unique NS servers according to the authoritative
servers over the time period for its ring buffer.

• Number of unique NS IP addresses according to the
authoritative servers over the time period for its ring buffer.



Number of unique class C subnets found in NS A records (auth
servers).

Number of unique IP addresses for the domain according to the
authoritative servers over the time period for its ring buffer.

Number of class C subnets found in Domain A records (auth
servers).

Number of unique SOA records for the domain according to the
authoritative servers over the time period for its ring buffer.

Log domains with more than unique SOA entries (auth servers).

An example report file, in one embodiment, is illustrated as a comma separated

text file in Figure 7A.

[0065] Processing logic transmits the log or requested portions of the log to a

requestor, in response to receiving a report request (processing block 5 12). In

one embodiment, the report file may be provided to, and displayed by, a

spreadsheet application, as illustrated in Figure 7B.

[0066] Figure 9 is one embodiment of a computer system on which the present

invention may be implemented. It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the

art, however, that other alternative systems of various system architectures may

also be used.

[0067] The data processing system illustrated in Figure 9 includes a bus or

other internal communication means 965 for communicating information, and a

processor 960 coupled to the bus 965 for processing information. The system

further comprises a random access memory (RAM) or other volatile storage

device 950 (referred to as memory), coupled to bus 965 for storing information

and instructions to be executed by processor 960. Main memory 950 also may

be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate information during



execution of instructions by processor 960. The system also comprises a read

only memory (ROM) and/or static storage device 920 coupled to bus 965 for

storing static information and instructions for processor 660, and a data storage

device 925 such as a magnetic disk or optical disk and its corresponding disk

drive. Data storage device 925 is coupled to bus 965 for storing information and

instructions.

[0068] The system may further be coupled to a display device 970, such as a

cathode ray tube (CRT) or a liquid crystal display (LCD) coupled to bus 965

through bus 965 for displaying information to a computer user. An alphanumeric

input device 975, including alphanumeric and other keys, may also be coupled to

bus 965 through bus 965 for communicating information and command

selections to processor 960. An additional user input device is cursor control

device 980, such as a mouse, a trackball, stylus, or cursor direction keys coupled

to bus 965 through bus 965 for communicating direction information and

command selections to processor 960, and for controlling cursor movement on

display device 970.

[0069] Another device, which may optionally be coupled to computer system

900, is a communication device 990 for accessing other nodes of a distributed

system via a network. The communication device 990 may include any of a

number of commercially available networking peripheral devices such as those

used for coupling to an Ethernet, token ring, Internet, or wide area network. The

communication device 990 may further be a null-modem connection, or any other

mechanism that provides connectivity between the computer system 900 and the

outside world. Note that any or all of the components of this system illustrated in



illustrated in Figure 9 and associated hardware may be used in various

embodiments of the present invention.

[0070] It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art that any

configuration of the system may be used for various purposes according to the

particular implementation. The control logic or software implementing the present

invention can be stored in main memory 950, mass storage device 925, or other

storage medium locally or remotely accessible to processor 960.

[0071] It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that the system,

method, and process described herein can be implemented as software stored in

main memory 950 or read only memory 920 and executed by processor 960.

This control logic or software may also be resident on an article of manufacture

comprising a computer readable medium having computer readable program

code embodied therein and being readable by the mass storage device 925 and

for causing the processor 960 to operate in accordance with the methods and

teachings herein.

[0072] The present invention may also be embodied in a handheld or portable

device containing a subset of the computer hardware components described

above. For example, the handheld device may be configured to contain only the

bus 965, the processor 960, and memory 950 and/or 925. The handheld device

may also be configured to include a set of buttons or input signaling components

with which a user may select from a set of available options. The handheld

device may also be configured to include an output apparatus such as a liquid

crystal display (LCD) or display element matrix for displaying information to a

user of the handheld device. Conventional methods may be used to implement



such a handheld device. The implementation of the present invention for such a

device would be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art given the disclosure of

the present invention as provided herein.

[0073] The present invention may also be embodied in a special purpose

appliance including a subset of the computer hardware components described

above. For example, the appliance may include a processor 960, a data storage

device 925, a bus 965, and memory 950, and only rudimentary communications

mechanisms, such as a small touch-screen that permits the user to communicate

in a basic manner with the device. In general, the more special-purpose the

device is, the fewer of the elements need be present for the device to function.

In some devices, communications with the user may be through a touch-based

screen, or similar mechanism.

[0074] It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art that any

configuration of the system may be used for various purposes according to the

particular implementation. The control logic or software implementing the present

invention can be stored on any machine-readable medium locally or remotely

accessible to processor 960. A computer-readable storage medium includes any

mechanism for storing information in a form readable by a machine (e.g. a

computer). For example, a computer-readable storage medium includes read¬

only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), magnetic disk storage

media, optical storage media, flash memory devices, etc.

[0075] Whereas many alterations and modifications of the present invention will

no doubt become apparent to a person of ordinary skill in the art after having

read the foregoing description, it is to be understood that any particular



embodiment shown and described by way of illustration is in no way intended to

be considered limiting. Therefore, references to details of various embodiments

are not intended to limit the scope of the claims which in themselves recite only

those features regarded as essential to the invention.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

querying a domain name system (DNS) for DNS records associated with a

domain;

determining whether the domain name is part of a fast flux network of

computers from results of the query; and

identifying the fast flux network as one or more of: a single flux network, a

double flux network, a top-tier flux network, and a lower-tier flux network.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

logging the domain when the domain is determined to be part of a fast flux

network.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving the domain as a data feed; and

initiating the querying in response to receiving the data feed.



4. The method of claim 3 , wherein the data feed includes a plurality of

domains and DNS records associated with each domain in the data feed are

queried.

5. The method of claim 6, wherein the data feed is one of a Domain

Name Zone Alert (DNZA) data feed, a list of blacklisted domains, or a list of

domains extracted from a spam list.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the data feed is a file containing a list

of domains received from a client computer system.

7 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

executing a plurality of DNS records queries on the domain over a period

of time;

storing instances of unique DNS records associated with the domain; and

determining that the domain is part of a fast flux network when the number

of instances of unique DNS records over the period of time exceeds one or more

thresholds.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the unique DNS records are DNS

records for the domain's internet protocol (IP) addresses and name servers.



9 . The method of claim 7, wherein the domain is identified as a double

flux network when both a top tier flux network threshold and one of a plurality of

lower tier flux network thresholds are reached.

10 . The method of claim 9, wherein the top tier flux network threshold

is based on a Top Level Domain (TLD) Name Server (NS) Address (A) Subnet

count over the period of time, and the lower tier flux network thresholds are

based on a NS A Subnet count over the period of time, a Domain A Subnet

count over the period of time, and a start of authority (SOA) count over the period

of time.

11. The method of claim 7 , further comprising:

extending the period of time when a determination of whether the domain

is part of a fast flux network is not conclusive.

12. The method of claim 7 , further comprising:

determining that the domain is part of a legitimate network with when flux

is detected, based on at least one of a number of unique subnets and a number

of autonomous system numbers (ASNs) in which internet protocol (IP) addresses

for the domain occur.



13. A system, comprising:

a fast flux monitoring engine to receive a domain and query a domain

name system (DNS) for DNS records associated with the domain; and

an analysis engine coupled with the fast flux monitoring engine to

determine whether the domain is part of a fast flux network of computers from

results of the query and to identify the fast flux network as one or more of: a

single flux network, a double flux network, a top-tier flux network, and a lower-tier

flux network.

14. The system of claim 13 , further comprising:

the fast flux monitoring engine to execute a plurality of DNS records

queries on the domain over a period of time, and store instances of unique DNS

records associated with the domain an a fast flux detection database; and

the analysis engine to determine that the domain is part of a fast flux

network when the number of instances stored in the fast flux detection database

over the period of time exceeds one or more thresholds.

15. The system of claim 14, further comprising:

the analysis engine to identify the domain as part of a single flux network

or a double flux network, wherein the domain is identified as a double flux

network when both a top tier flux network threshold and one of a plurality of

lower tier flux network thresholds are reached.



16 . The system of claim 14, further comprising:

the analysis engine to log the domain in a fast flux log when the domain is

determined to be part of a fast flux network; and

a fast flux detection system client coupled with the fast flux log to generate

a report domains determined to be part of a fast flux network in response to a

request from a client computer system.

17 . The system of claim 14 , further comprising:

the fast flux monitoring engine to extend the period of time when

determination of whether the domain is part of a fast flux network is not

conclusive.

18 . The system of claim 14 , further comprising:

the fast flux monitoring engine to determine that the domain is part of a

legitimate network when flux is detected, based on at least one of a number of

unique subnets and a number of autonomous system numbers (ASNs) in which

internet protocol (IP) addresses for the domain occur.

19 . The system of claim 13, further comprising:

a domain feed retrieval engine to obtain the domain as part of a data feed;

a parser engine to parse the data feed to extract the domain from the data

feed, and supply the domain to the fast flux monitoring engine; and



the fast flux monitoring engine to initiate the querying in response to

receiving the data feed from the parser engine.

20. A computer readable medium storing instructions thereon which,

when executed by a system, cause the system to perform a method comprising:

querying a domain name system (DNS) for DNS records associated with a

domain; and

determining whether the domain name is part of a fast flux network of

computers from results of the query, wherein the fast flux network is identified as

one or more of a single flux network, a double flux network, a top-tier flux

network, and a lower-tier flux network.

2 1 . The computer readable medium of claim 20, further comprising:

executing a plurality of DNS records queries on the domain over a period

of time;

storing instances of unique DNS records associated with the domain; and

determining that the domain is part of a fast flux network when the number

of instances exceeds one or more thresholds

22. The computer readable medium of claim 20, further comprising:

receiving the domain as a data feed; and



initiating the querying in response to receiving the data feed.
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